Making Connections: Accelerating innovation in flexible and hybrid electronics

innoLAE 2019 industry day is the UK's leading networking event focusing on the industrialisation of printed electronics based technologies. The event brings together experts in research, technology innovation and manufacturing of printed, flexible and large-area electronics.

The industry day will highlight the market opportunities and industry challenges the technology is facing with an end user panel discussion, and the hugely popular opportunity to give a 2-minute pitch about what your company can offer. Markets represented include: automotive, healthcare, aerospace, print and packaging, built environment and the Internet of Things (IoT).

Drinks and canapés will be provided in the networking session which will round off the event and lead onto the innoLAE 2019 conference the following day.

Reasons to attend
• Gain access to decision-makers associated with large-area electronics
• Learn from the leading companies active in large-area electronics
• Network with key players in the industry in one afternoon
• Find out about the latest funding opportunities and how your business can benefit

21st January 2019 | 12:30 - 18:30

Wellcome Genome Campus Conference Centre, Cambridge, CB101RQ

Attendance of this event is free and by invitation only. To request an invitation please contact: info@largeareaelectronics.org

Unlocking the market opportunities for printed, flexible and large-area electronics, Panel discussion representatives:
• Dr Natasha Conway - Beko
• Christoph Zipko - Greiner
• Dr Peter Jarritt - National Institute for Health Research

Funding opportunities for UK electronics industry:
• Ali Anjomshoaa - Knowledge Transfer Network

2 minute technology pitches

Networking drinks and canapes

Event Close